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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two TimeFinder/Clone actions are initiated by performing a symclone establish
operation?
A. Create and terminate
B. Create and activate
C. Activate and restore
D. Recreate and terminate
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the maximum value of a "tinyint" field in most database systems?
A. 225 or more
B. 224 or more
C. 0
D. 240 or less
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a scene in ArcGIS Pro, a user finds that a streets layer draws elevated at a distance above the
ground, instead of draped over the ground surface.
How should the user fix the problem and place the streets layer on the ground?
A. Scene Properties > Elevation Surface tab
B. Scene Properties > Coordinate Systems tab
C. Project tab > Options > Map and Scene tab
D. Layer Properties > Elevation tab
Answer: D
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